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I. INTRODUCTION 

R-ith the start of commissioning of the HERA proton ring. 
a second large superconducting storage ring has come into 
operation. HERA-p differs from the first superconducting 
circular accelerator, the TEVATROK. bv Its low injection 
energy which is with E,,j = 40 GeV more than 20 times 
smaller than the top energy of E = 820 GeV. Further- 
more the requirements on the st.abilitv of the beam at in- 
jection energy are in the case of the HERA proton ring 
much higher than for the other large proton accelerators. 
The rate of acceleration is considerably lower than for the 
TEVATROS or the SF’S! and since the filling procedure 
takes about 15-30 min. HERA-p has to be operated as a 
storage ring at injection energy. 

The field in superconducting magnets at low excitations 
is strongly perturbed by persistent currents (p.c ) which 
are eddy currents in the superconductor. Conventional 
room temperature magnets can be designed so that the 
nonlinear field errors do not exceed the sextupolar nonlin- 
earities which are introduced int,entionally in the machine 
lo compensat,e the chromaticity. At injection the nonlinear 
field errors in the magnets of the HERA proton ring ex- 
ceed th!G natural amount of nonlinearity by a factor of five. 
Persistt,n1 current driven field errors are not only sextupo- 
lar but ais<.. include higher order multipolar components 
which havt dipole symmetry. Therefore, large supercon- 
ductlnp acrelrralors like HERA-p need a multipole field 
rorrectl(bIi cvslrm to provide suitable conditions for pro- 
t 011 St nraec Strong efforts have been made t,o design an 

approprrarr ccjrrectlon svstenr. The motion of the protons 
in thf rnarhrnc has been extensively studied by particle 
tracking NCM methods of analyzing the simulation data 
have bern drvcloped in order t.o ensure that the correction 
system provides sufficient stability. 

A further complication arises from the fact that the per- 
sistent currents are subject to a slow logarithmic decay in 
time. There is a lot of experimental evidence from TEVA- 
TRON operatron [l] and from systematic measurements 
on the HERA superconducting magnets. This decay de- 
pends in a complicated way on magnet history and thr 

peak excitation [4j. Moreover, at the start of acceleration. 
thr full strength of field errors is quickly reinduced. This 
requires complicated, programmed steering of the correc- 

tions or on-line magnetic field measurements. 

This report starts with a short summary of the field er- 
rors of the HERA magnets under the special aspect of the 
stability of the proton beam. The dynamics of the proton 
beam under the influence of strong persistent field errors 
and the correction and compensation scheme of HERA is 
presented and discussed. The report closes with first re- 
sults from the commissioning of the HERA prot.on ring. 

II. MAGNET MEASUREMENTS 

Persistent currents are eddy currents in the filaments ofthe 
superconducting cable which are induced by the change of 
flux density due to the ramp oft he main field (or anv other 
magnetic field. the coil of the magnets is exposed to). The 
corresponding magnetization reaches a saturation value if 
the sum of eddy currents and transport current density 
reaches the critical current density J, which depends on 
properties of the superconduct,or. the temperature of the 
coil and the strength of the magnetic field around the fil- 
aments. The magnet,ization which always acts against a 
change in the magnetic field reaches its maximum strrn@h 
early in the magnet’s excitation cycle. At high excitation. 
the transport current has driven the eddy current out of 
the cable and p.c. effects become negligible. On the ramp 
down. the eddy currents are induced with opposite sign. 
Since the magnetization is proportional to the local mag- 
netir induction which is not uniformly (distributed over the 
coil. the p.c.‘s cause not only an attenuation of the main 
field but also a field distortion with strong scxtupolc and 
decapole components in the case of drpolr magnets and 
strong 12-pole components in quadrupolr magnets. In the 
case of the HERA magnet. tht, p c sextupolc and dr- 

capole components reach their maximum value rlosr IO 
the injection field. According to ref I:!,, the average value 
of the p.c. sextupole component b3 is then as large as 
; b3 I-= --33. 10b4Car = 25 mm and the average decapole 
is e: bs >,= -12 1W4. The quadrupole field is distorted 
by a large 12-pole ,. bi; >=- -2’~. 10W4& = 25 mm. 
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-TableI: Results of HERA Magnet Mea-] -- ._____ 
Multipole Coefficients Low Field (4OGeV) _______~~_ .- 

Skew Component 

2 ~ 0.01 1 0.61 -0.1s 2.53 
3 -32.47 3.24 -0.3t1 (I.71 
4 0.09 / 0.3b 0.8ii 1.23 
5 12.39 i 1.04 (I.23 0.66 
6 -0.12 ~ 0.34 -0.7(1 0.56 
i -2.17 Il..53 -0.21' 0.54 
8 0.14 Cf.41 0 24 0.39 
9 0.46 0.46 O.lll 0.67 

i 

L 

I- 

t 

L__________--~-____ .---.. --- 
Multinole Ctoefficients High Freld (82UGeV ) 

_------.A 

hormal Component Skew (‘nmponent -_ .-___ 
order average sigma average sigma 
-1 

-*._____ 
18.00 - 

2 -0.02 0.59 I -0.25 1.82 
3 0.16 2.io ~ -0.25 0.39 
4 cl.12 0.24 0.30 0.94 1 
5 ; 1.12 ~ 0.78 ~ -0.05 O.lb 
6 0.04 ~ 0.10 -0.09 0.22 
i o.21 0.27 -0.01 0.1 0 
8 ~ 0.02 

1 

o.oi 0.01 0.12 
9 ~ -0.37 ; 0.12 0.01 0.09 

Values in Units of 10m4 at r-25mm 

A remarkable feature of these field errors. which is very 
important for the beam stabilit!. is that the! are system- 
atic. This means that they do not vary much from magnet 
to magnet Therefore the spread of b3 and hs values for 
the magnets at low excitation is not much larger than the 
high excitation spread in bs and hs due to geometric imper- 
fections of the coil. This important fact is demonstrated 
in Fig 1 where the b?, values for low excitat,ion are plotted 
against the corresponding values at high excitation for 286 
dipole magnets 
HERA superconducting magnets have been manufactured 
in two production Ilnrq which yield systematic differences 
in the value< of Integrated field (A .<. /Bdl ,l= 0.18%) 
and in the sextupolr component A L b3 >= 3.5. 10m4). 
The magnets of the IWO manufacturers are therefore in- 
stalled in different quadrants of the machine. This allows 
a vendor-specific adustment of dipolar and sextupolar cor- 
rectors. 
The p.c.‘s in the superconducting cable of the HERA mag- 
nets decay slowlv with time. This behavlour is believed to 
be due to flux creep as first described by Anderson r3‘. 
The complex behaviour howevrr which is observed in the 
HERA magnets cannot be full\ explained by thus model. 
It is well known that the decay of persistent currents de- 
pends on small variations of properties of the supercon- 
ductor, caused for example bv impurities, manufacturing 
techniques or mechanical stresses. This might be the rea- 
son why in the case of HERA. the time dependence of br 
and ba not only varies significantly between the magnets 
of the two production lines by a factor of ~MD but. that 

there is also a considerable spread in the change of ba. 
Abf7ms(Af = 1800s) = 2 10W4 in the magnets from one 
vendor[4]. Thus during the long stored beam operation at 
‘flat-bott,om’ in HERA one has two sources of nonsystem- 
atic nonlinear field errors. geometric imperfections and a 
spread in p,c, time decay. The resulting spread is however 
not very large and turns out to be smaller than the values 
which have been obtained for the TEVATROK magnets~ji. 
There is. however. one exception. HERA dipole magnets 
exhibit an unusully strong skew quadrupolc component 
which has a spread of ‘s. a;“” >= 2.5.10-‘. The reason for 
this skew quadrupole component is not fully understood. 
The a2 change strongly with excitation but do not show 
the hysteresis of persistent current driven field errors. A 
possible reason is an asymmetric distribution of mechart- 
ical pressure. Table 1 summarizes the field quality of the 
HERA-p superconducting magnets. 

III. BEAM DYNAMICS 

The high value of the systematic persistent current sex- 
tupole in the HERA-p dipole magnet at injection energy 
requires a non-lumped, distributed correction. This led to 
the concept of a 6 m long correctron roil which is wound 
on the beam pipe inside the 5 m long dipole magnet. 
Each half FODO cell has two dipoles The sextupole 
correction coils are located at the quadrupole end of the 
dipoles so that these correction coil& can also he used for 
chromaticity correction. This rsa a ~.~r~mpromise between 
local sextupole correct.ion and cffpctI\.c chrr,mat.icitv com- 
pensation. A comparison of this arrangement with a situ- 
ation without strong systematic sextupolr error and with 
lumped chromaticity correc.tors near the quadrupoles gives 
only marginal differences for the beam stabilit!. 

Beam stability is checked by particle tracking based on the 
computer code RACETRACKjll;. -4s a figure of merit we 
use the dynamic aperture which is the domain around the 
closed orbit inside which the particles perform st.able oscil- 
lations. Only single particles are considered in the model. 
No other effect than magnet nonlinearities are taken into 
account for calculation of dynamic aperture. This pr0pert.y 
is defined as the maximum oscillation amplitude which ex- 
hibits regular, non-chaotic behaviour. This is checked by 
the Lyapunov exponent method [6,7] 
From the higher order multipole components of the HERA- 
p dipole field. it is only the decapole which is important 
for the dynamic aperture. The impact of the systematic 
persistent current driven decapole is, besides its unusual 
strength of b.s - lZ!~lO-‘Q~r = 25 mm. the same as for an! 
other field error with dipole symmetry. Since the lattice 
and beam optics is very regular in the arcs. thr excitation 
of nonlinear resonances and nonlinear phase space drstor- 
tions is small due to intrinsic cancellation. Therefore par- 
ticles with the design momentum do not suffer much from 
systematic field errors which are symmetric around par- 
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title orbit. The damage. however, becomes apparent if 
off-momentum particles are considered. Since the central 
orbit of the particles is displaced with respect to the center 
of the magnet. the particle also experiences antisymmet- 
ric forces which give rise to an amplitude dependent t,une 
shift or detuning which always builds up over the lattice. 
The detuning causes a reduction of the stable amplitudes. 
The mechanism is well-known and has been discovered bv 
(‘hirikov [Yj. The amplitude dependent tune shift causes 
an overlap of the nonlinear resonances. Then the nearby 
closed surfaces in phase space which confine the matron 
of the particles are destroyed. Particles can diffuse slowly 
through phase space until thrv eventuallv reach domains 
with strong nonlinear forces which cause a rapid growth in 
amplitude and a loss occurs. 

The simulations of the dynamic aperture m HERA-p in 
presence of p.c. field errors as a functrnn of a constant 
momentum deviation show a typical behaviour. The dv- 
namic aperture decreases almost linearly with increasing 
momentum deviations (see Fig. 2, see also refll(r I For 
HERA. the corresponding reduction of dynamic aperture 
was considered intolerable. Thus a decapole correctron was 
needed. 

-50 

1 
I o 0 I I 

-45 -40 -35 -30 -25 

b3( 250Q. _ -- 

An effective correction of the damage caused bv the persis- 
tent current decapole has to concentrate on the detuning 
for off-momentum particles. The optimum location for a 
single corrector per half cell is the middle of the half cell. 
The available l/3 of one of the two dipole magnets was 
used for a 3 m long beam pipe wound decapole correction 
coil. The tune shift for oscillation amplitudes of 27.6 mm 
and a 4p/p = 2’/,, amounts t,o 4Q - -0.02. In order 

Figure 1: Low excitation Sextupole Components vs High 
Excitation Sextupole Fields of the HERA superconducting 
Dipole Magnets 

to compensate this tune shift the correction coil needs to qc C EPT QNCE / x 11M IvlR 
be excit,ed to 75 gauss m (0 r x 25mm. Fig. 3 shows hou 
the dynamic aperture for a part,icle with 4p/p = 2c,‘cC 
recovers as a functron of corrector strength (in units of ~,30E+00 
integrated p.c. decapolc per half cells. For optimum cor- 
rector setting of E 100 ‘7 one obtains the dynamic aperture 
versus const,anl momentum offset as given by the (4) in CXE+CO 
Fig. 2. 
The impact of the p-c 12-pole of the quadrupolc mag- 
nets is even more dramatic. Sincr the antisymmetric dct- 
decapole field produces a detuning term independent of 
momentum, the dpnamic aperture is also reduced for on- 
momrmtum particles bv more than a factor of 3 110 The 
dodecapole amounts to --~~lO-~@r = 25 mm which causes : ‘X*00 
a tune shift (Gr = 2’7 mm) of 4QX - 0.15. A dodecapolr -2.03E'OO -1.2CE'OO -4.COE-01 4.OCE-01 1.2OE+OO 2.00 

correction coil in each quadrupole has been installed to 
compensate this effect. 

Essential for good dynamic aperture in HERA is the 
compensation of the coupling resonance which is excited 

Figure 2: Acceptancr of the HERA proton Ring vs. COW 

stant Momentum deviation. Circles: simulation results with 
b!- the strong skew quadrupole components in the HERA 
dipole (see alscl [13; 1. For compensated coupling. the op 

no decapole. Triangles: with bs = 12 lo-’ and no compen- 

timum tunes are found to be QZ = 31.15 and Qs = 32.18 
sation. Squares: with decapole and compensation 

close to the main tune diagonal. For uncompensated cou- 
pling, the dynamic aperture is reduced by almost 20 %. 
Simulation of stability in the HERA proton ring using the 
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results of field measurement of each individual magnet is 
summarized in Fig. 4 (see also [8]). Field errors have been 
taken into account by five thin lenses per half cell. The 
nonlinear acceptance versus the amplitude of the momen- 
tum deviations is plotted. The dashed line divides stable 
from unstable regions in phase space. The full lines In- 
dicates the beam size and the aperture necessary for safe 
operation j121. 

The time dependence of persistent currents causes an op- 
erational problem. If the p.c. sextupoles are reinduced 
aft,er slow decay at the start. of the ramp, a rapid change 
in chromaticity occurs which has to be tracked by the cor- 
rection system. From a single particle stability point of 
view. the chromaticity needs to be kept close to zero in or- 
der t,o avoid strong chaos due to tune modulations by syn- 
chrotron oscillations. The possible damage which is caused 

0.00E’OO 2.2oOE+o1 u. uE+ol 6.6cf*ol 6.6CE.OI i.lflE~ bv uncompensated chromaticity is demonstrated in Fig. 5 

Figure 3, Nonlinear acceptance of the HERA Proton Ring 
which shows the time evolution of the Lyapunov exponent 

at Injection energy taking into account magnetic field errors 
observed in particle tracking for two cases in HERA-p 

as measured for each magnet. The dynamic aperture versus 
at injection energy. Case (1) has zero chromaticity and 

decapole corrector strength in units of integrated decapole 
oscillation amplitudes well within the dynamic aperture. 

error is plotted 

a 

Z.ME’OI 

7 1000 TURN RPERTIIRF 

The motion is clearly regular. thus stable since the Lya- 
punov exponent approaches zero. In case (2) one starts 
with t.he same amplitude but the chromaticity amounts to 
& = -16 and & = -18 which corresponds to the effect 
of b3 = 2 10-4. The motion is apparently chaotic, the 
Lyapunov exponent remains finite. 

I 
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a 

l.ME’OI 

NEEDED RPERWR 

I BERM SIZE 
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Time dependent p.c. sextupolc fields have also been oh- 
served in the TEVATROS. where the\- causr emit~tance 
blow up and beam loss at the start of the ramp [I-. How- 
ever. once the problem had been recognized. it could ea+ 
ily be handled by programming thr sextupolr correctors 
appropriately 1141. This experience is very valuable for 
HERA. Although the p.c. sextupole of the TEVATRON 
magnets is with ba = -4.75 . 10m4 much smaller than the 

p.c. sextupole of tci = -33 1O-3 in the HERA dipole. 
its time dependence is wit,h Ah2 2 1 lop4 almost half as 
strong Since the TEVATRON t.ransition energy -,T is onl! 
half the HERA ?T. the effect of time dependent 13 on chro- 
matlclty is wit.h Al 2 20 comparable for both machines. 
The spread in p.c. sextupole decay causes a time depen- 
dent distribution of nonsystematic sextupole errors around 
the machine. This spread has the same order of magni- 
tude as the spread in 1~3 due to geometric imperfections. 

, Therefore it is questionable whether the effort of sorting Figure 4: Dvnamic Aperture in the HERA proton Ring a: 
Injection enrrgv taking into acount magnetic field errors as 
measurrd for each magnet. Thr dvnamic aperture versus the 
amplltudr of momentum oscillations IS plotted The dashed 
line represent thr estimatrd dvnamic aperture limit. Circles 
indicate trajertorivs with regular behavior, dots are chaotic 
trajectories. 

or binning of superconducting magnets according 1.0 their 
nonlinear field properties in order to reduce the harmonic 
content of these errors in the machine is worthwhilr. For 
the HERA proton ring. the sorting of the dipole magnets 
according to the geometrical sextupolr errors has only a 
marginal effect on thr dynamic aperture at injection field. 
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IV. HERA-p COMMISSIONING 

In the period of March/April 1991. the technical commis- 
sioning of thr HERA Proton ring with a 40GeV proton 
beam start.ed The results concerning beam stability are 
still very preliminary since the tests of technical compo- 
nents of the machine were given priority. II is interesting 
however. that a proton beam could be stored in HERA- 
p with a lifetime of about 30 minutes. The beam opt.ics 
was found to be in fairly good agreement with the thy- 
or\. the closed orbit was globallv correctrd to less than 
5mm with possible larger deviations at a few positions 
with faulty monitors The dipole magnets were excitrd 
in a spprial cycle which avoids strong sextupole compel- 
nents of the injection dipole field (see i15.r. C’hromaticit\ 
measurements yielded tl:, values of 3-4 umts of 1CIw4. The 
lifetime is presumably given by a heating process perhaps 
due to multiple scattering in the straight sections where the 
vacuum bake out has not yet been performed. Measure- 
ments of the lifetime versus the physical aperture however 
indicate, that nonlinearities may cause an enhancement 
of diffusion speed. Nevertheless no beam loss could be 
observed while sweeping slowly across l/5, l/6, and l/i 
integer resonances. l/3 and l/4 integer resonances are as 
expected very strong. Lifetimes of 30min were achieved 
after the chromaticities had been corrected to less than 
one unit and the coupling resonance had been carefully 
minimized 
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Figure 5: Time evolution of Lyapunov Coefficients for the 
HERA proton ring taking into account all magnetic field 
errors as measured. Plotted is the time evolution of tht 
Lvapunov exponent. Curve 1) zero chromaticity, Curve 2) 
chromaticity @’ At,, = 2. 1(lw4 

V. SUMMARY 

The field quality of the HERA superconducting magnets 
is remarkably good. Unavoidable strong systematic prr- 
sistent current sextupolar, decapolar and dodecapolar field 
errors have to be compensated by compensation coils. Dif- 
ferences between the product,ion lines do not cause proh- 
lems due to ordered sequences of magnrt installations. 
Simulations of single particle stability of a proton beam 
in HERA at injection energy promises sufficient aperture 
for stable synchrobetatron oscillations. 

Meanwhile, the HERA proton ring has come into oper- 
ation. There is no final conclusion yet about the effect of 
p.c. field errors and whether the correction system is adc- 
quate since t,hc commissioning is still at an early stage. It 
has. however. been demonstrated that a proton beam can 
be stored in HERA at 40 GeV with a reasonable lifetime. 
In the present operation mode of constant momentum of 
40Ge-1‘ persistent current field errors do not pIa>- a signfi- 
cant role in the stability of the beam. 
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